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Federal CMS posted a public inspection copy of a proposed rule titled Medicaid Fiscal Accountability 

Regulation (“MFAR”). It is set to publish in the Federal Register on Monday, November 18, 2019. The 

proposed regulation makes significant changes with the stated intent of promoting better transparency 

and requires states to submit greater detail for review and approval of state plan amendments (“SPAs”) 

specifically when the SPAs concern supplemental payments, or upper-payment limit (“UPL”) payments. 

The rule also tightens requirements for approval for supplemental payments, provider donations, provider 

tax programs, UPL programs, the use of certified public expenditures (“CPEs”), and intergovernmental 

transfers (“IGTs”). The most innocuous part of the rule modernizes notice requirements to allow Federal 

CMS to use websites and email to notify states of actions taken on issuing disallowances or annual updates 

to allotments. While the rule does not terminate the use of any of these financing arrangements, CMS made 

it clear in its release that the intent of the proposed regulation is to “take multiple steps to eliminate state 

financing gimmicks that cost the federal government millions each year.” 

CMS indicates that some of the policies are new but many of the changes simply put into the regulations 

policies already in use by CMS to review and approve SPAs or clarify regulations that have been 

misinterpreted by states. Some changes also are adding into the regulations interpretations from court 

rulings or decisions by the Departmental Appeal Board (“DAB”). While CMS’ concern with giving clearer 

guidance to states is appropriate, the characterization is likely more about laying the foundation to resist 

arguments from the states that the proposed MFAR is disastrous and further restricts the flexibility of 

states’ ability to run their Medicaid programs. The following discussion does not cover every change but 
the most significant which may impact Illinois if adopted. 

Proposed changes: 

1. CPE & IGT programs 

CMS proposes a more detailed definition of what state and local funds are and how they can or 

cannot be used to meet the states’ share of financing Medicaid. This includes definitions of CPEs and 

IGTs 

a. CPE – CPE is an allowable arrangement where a state may allow a government provider to 

certify cost incurred providing Medicaid services which are unreimbursed by the standard 

Medicaid payment. For example, if a government provider has $100 in uncovered Medicaid 

costs after being paid the Medicaid rate, the state Medicaid agency (“SMA”) can report this 

uncovered cost to federal CMS and draw down FFP. If the Federal Medical Assistance 

Percentage (“FMAP”) were 50% then the state would draw down $50 for the uncovered 

$100 in cost.  Illinois operates a CPE program with county-owned nursing homes and is 

seeking approval for a CPE with government-owned ambulance providers. 

 

The MFAR adds guidance requiring the use of the annual cost reports for the basis of any 

CPE arrangement and it must either be based of the provider’s cost or Medicare cost 

principles. The new guidance also specifically requires reconciliation of CEA payments to 

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-3
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-3
https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USCMSMEDICAID/bulletins/26b8a20
https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USCMSMEDICAID/bulletins/26b8a20
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actual cost and specifically requires the CPE provider receive and retain all the Federal fiscal 

participation (“FFP”) associated with the CPE. 

b. IGT – IGTs are used in a variety of financing mechanisms across state Medicaid programs. 

Like CPE arrangements, government providers can transfer local government funds to the 

SMA and the SMA in turn uses those funds as the state share to pay additional Medicaid 

payments. The state can draw down additional FFP to benefit the government provider 

without any expenditure of state funds, but the funds are still public funds.  Illinois’ best-

known use of an IGT program is with Cook County which is used for Cook County Health and 

County Care. 

 

The new definition makes it clear that the IGT must come from state or local tax revenue and 

not as a result of a non-bona fide provider donations.  From the discussion of the changes in 

the publication, it appears this is aimed at arrangements like those in Indiana where in that 

instance, county government / hospitals purchase nursing home licensees from privately 

held nursing homes. The nursing homes are then deemed government-owned and the 

county uses private operators to run the nursing home and use IGTs to draw down 

additional FFP. Nursing homes under Medicare payment principles usually have very high 

UPLs and thus greater unused UPL amounts. This is only one example of how states have 

creatively used the definitions of government providers and public funds to maximize the 

use of IGTs.  The MFAR also adds some new definitions that in combination with the IGT 

changes will restrict these types of arrangements. 

 

2. Supplemental payments 

CMS is requiring states to provided provider-level detail showing how much each provider is paid 

under a supplemental payment SPA, why the supplemental payment is needed, the duration of the  

supplemental payment not to exceed 3 years and, what the plan is to see that the goals are 

accomplished by the supplemental payment. CMS wants assurances the proposed supplemental 

payment is consistent with Section 1902(a)(30)(A) of the Social Security Act1 and that they remain 

so after approval. 

 

Part of the change allowing CMS to better monitor the use of supplemental payment is to define 

base payments versus supplemental payments and then require supplemental payments to be 

reviewed and renewed every 3 years. Currently a supplemental payment program can operate 

indefinitely and only be reviewed when a state requests a modification requiring a SPA. For 

instance, Illinois operated several hospital supplemental payments until 2014 which were still 

based on 1997 Medicaid data. 

 

 

 
1 Section 1902(a)(30)(A) of the Social Security Act  is the longstanding requirement that, “payments are consistent with efficiency, 
economy, and quality of care and are sufficient to enlist enough providers so that care and services are available under the plan at 
least to the extent that such care and services are available to the general population in the geographic area.” 
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3. UPL calculations 

CMS is tightening what data and methodologies may be used by states to calculate required UPLs 

for inpatient hospital, outpatient hospital, nursing homes, ICF/ID, and IMDs. The MFAR requires 

data no more than 2 years old, limits the options used for inflating data, and specifies how either a 

Medicare payment methodology or cost-based methodology may be used for the UPL.  

 

Most of what is added into the regulation here is consistent with policy guidance issued by CMS and 

UPL templates issued by CMS for UPL calculations. It does some standardizing. UPL demonstrations 

will no longer be required for Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities (“PRTF”) or Clinics. 

 

4. Provider taxes 

It is not surprising that provider taxes get a lot of attention in the MFAR. CMS has attempted to limit 

or eliminate provider tax programs, but states have lobbied hard and brought bipartisan 

Congressional intervention to prevent CMS’ attempts. This time CMS is not per se looking to limit or 

eliminate but close loopholes that states have found over the years to circumvent the intent of the 

existing regulations. 

 

Anyone who has ever read a briefing or had a discussion to understand provider taxes will know 

that provider taxes must be broad-based, uniform, and not have hold-harmless provision. These 

requirements ensure any provider tax program is generally redistributive. Again, anyone familiar 

with provider taxes has also heard discussion about the statistical tests and limits used to ensure 

those requirements are met. CMS in discussing the proposed MFAR notes how states have found 

ways to meet the statistical tests but not the intent. That is what CMS hopes to address with the 

MFAR. 

 

a. Undue burden - CMS adds a broader requirement in addition to existing statistical tests. “A 

tax must not impose undue burden on health care items or services paid for by Medicaid or on 

providers of such items and services that are reimbursed by Medicaid.” The regulations always 

intended to prevent shifting the tax burden on high or Medicaid only providers and services 

but states have become pretty creative in designing taxes that pass the tests and still 

minimize the tax burden on low Medicaid providers.  The new language allows CMS to 

address those tax designs. CMS is specifically targeting taxes where states have created 

groups within a provider class that are proxies to low Medicaid or high Medicaid and then 

taxes those groups are different rates to shift most of the tax burden on higher Medicaid 

providers to limit or avoid “losers”.  

 

For example, the recently approved MCO tax in Illinois taxes the member months in 

Medicaid MCOs at $61.70 per month while non-Medicaid MCOs pay only $2.40 per month, 

basically a tax rate over 25% higher on most Medicaid services than non-Medicaid. Because 

of the structure of the statistical test, this tax meets the current requirements.  

 

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-423
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-423
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-423
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Interesting note, in CMS’ discussion about the MFAR they cite an example in one state about 

a MCO tax, “with some Medicaid activity (member-months in this example) subject to taxation 

at a rate more than 25 times higher than the rate for otherwise similar commercial activity.”  

Sounds eerily close to Illinois’ tax. 

 

b. Hold harmless / net effect – CMS also broadens its ability to determine if there is a hold 

harmless arrangement. The MFAR would now allow CMS to consider, “the totality of the 

circumstances, the net effect of an arrangement between the State (or other unit of 

government) and the taxpayer results in a reasonable expectation that the taxpayer will 

receive a return of all or any portion of the tax amount.”  CMS adds a new definition for “net 

effect”: 

 

“Net effect means the overall impact of an arrangement, considering the actions of all of the 

entities participating in the arrangement, including all relevant financial transactions or 

transfers of value, in cash or in kind, among participating entities. The net effect of an 

arrangement is determined in consideration of the totality of the circumstances, including the 

reasonable expectations of the participating entities, and may include consideration of 

reciprocal actions without regard to whether the arrangement or a component of the 

arrangement is reduced to writing or is legally enforceable by any entity.” 

 

In discussing this new definition CMS clearly states, “Regardless of whether the taxpayers 

participate voluntarily, whether the taxpayers receive the Medicaid payments from a MCO, or 

whether taxpayers themselves make redistribution payments from funds other than Medicaid 

to other taxpayers, the net effect of the arrangement is the same: The taxpayers have a 

reasonable expectation to be held harmless for all or a portion of their tax amount.” 

 

CMS goes further and says, “The fact that a private entity makes the redistribution payment 

does not change the essential nature of the payment, which constitutes an indirect payment 

from the state or unit of government to the entity being taxed that holds it harmless for the cost 

of the tax.” 

 

CMS indicates that it knows these types of arrangements exist and are violations of the hold 

harmless provision. The new “net effect” definition and language changes give CMS the 

ability to end such arrangements. 

 

c. 3-year renewal requirement for provider tax waivers – Currently provider taxes can waive the 

broad-based and uniformity requirements if they pass the previously mentioned statistical 

test. Once a provider tax is approved and demonstrates compliance with the test or tests, it 

never needs to demonstrate compliance again even though the change in taxpayers or other 

circumstance could change the statistical test(s) results. CMS addresses this by sun setting 

tax waivers every 3 years. States would need to demonstrate compliance every 3 years if 

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-78
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-78
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-433
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-433
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-433
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-433
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-405
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-95
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-95
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-95
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-95
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-95
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-97
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-97
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-97
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-97
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they wish to continue the provider tax. CMS hopes to limit states ability to benefit from 

subtle changes to their tax programs and monitor all provider taxes more closely. In Illinois, 

only the new MCO tax would be affected as the other provider taxes in Illinois do not require 

broad-based or uniformity waivers. 

 

5. Provider donations 

The changes to the provider donation regulation address the same types of issues CMS has with the 

provider tax regulations. The changes prevent non-allowed sources of state and local revenue to be 

used for FFP which create financing arrangements where FFP is the only true source. It prevents 

states from avoiding the tax regulations by allowing “voluntary” payments or donations by private 

or government entities.  

 

Federal CMS states, “these arrangements involve a transfer of value of some kind from a private 

provider to a governmental entity and the governmental entity does not reimburse the private 

entity at fair market value.” (I encourage you to click the link and read the full paragraph.) CMS 

indicates it is aware of states with elaborate series of transactions used to hide the violations of the 

provider donations regulation. Many of these transactions are not part of executed written 

agreements which CMS presumes is a further attempt to hide violations. 

 

Like provider taxes, CMS adds language allowing a review of the “totality of the circumstances and 

judging the arrangement's net effect.” It also clarifies that anything of value including a transfer of 

“an obligation previously held by a governmental entity and the governmental entity does not 

compensate the private entity at fair market value” is considered a donation. 

 

 This is another part of the arrangements like Indiana mentioned under IGTs where county 

governments / county hospitals convert private nursing homes to government providers. 

 

6. Average Commercial Rate (“ACR”) supplementals for practitioners. 

ACR programs are used mainly by states to pay enhanced supplemental payments to physicians 

working for a government provider. For instance, Illinois operates an ACR for University of Illinois 

Medical Center physicians and Southern Illinois School of Medicine physicians. ACR programs set a 

payment limit based on the ACR using 3-5 commercial insurers at the CPT code level. The state then 

pays a supplemental for the amount between the Medicaid rate and the ACR using an IGT from the 

provider as the state share.  

 

All the changes mentioned above will apply to ACR programs, but CMS raises concerns on the 

difficulty in properly monitoring the ACR programs since commercial rates are proprietary and 

thus are “not verifiable or auditable”.  In addition to the broader changes, CMS is setting a hard cap 

on the amount of ACR programs to no more than 50% of the Medicaid rate or 75% in health 

professional shortage areas. For example, currently an ACR for a code may be 300% of the Medicaid 

rate so a $100 Medicaid rate could get an ACR payment of $200 (ACR-Medicaid). The provider 

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-100
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-100
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-100
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-409
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-409
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would put up $100 of the $200 to draw $100 in FFP thus benefit $100 overall. Under the new 

regulation the supplemental payment would be capped at 50% of Medicaid so $50. After accounting 

for the IGT the provider now only benefits $25 instead of $100.  The proposed MFAR has an 

example here. 

 

7. Differential Rate to maximize FFP - §447.201 

CMS is forbidding states to set different rates based on a Medicaid eligibility category or the FMAP 

amount of services to prevent states from only differentiating rates to enhance FFP. For instance, a 

state cannot pay a higher capitation rate on ACA enrollees than standard Medicaid enrollees simply 

because ACA enrollees benefit from a higher FMAP. Also, in FFS a state couldn’t pay $300 for an 

office visit for an ACA enrollee and only pay $100 for the same office visit for a non-ACA enrollment 

category. 
 

Illinois’ issues under MFAR 

Illinois’ current Medicaid financing programs are not affected by every change in the proposed MFAR but it 

does have substantial risk and requires an immediate evaluation of the MFAR and how it applies to Illinois’ 

currently approved programs and those programs on the drawing board. 

1. Cook County financing arrangements. 

Although most people commonly refer to this as the Cook IGT there are many nuances to it 

including the addition of County Care several years ago. It is more complex than Cook simply 

transferring the state funds for Medicaid payments. The main benefit is county tax dollars fund the 

state share for most the services provide by Cook County Health providers. Both the state and Cook 

receive a direct payment benefit under what is called BIPA. This was a set amount for federal 

funding provided under law when the state and Cook were required to scale back the Cook IGT 

program under federal law changes in the early 2000s. The current arrangements most likely need 

to be at least reviewed in terms of the CPE/IGT changes, differential rates in terms of the County 

Care capitation payments, and a review of the provider donations changes. 

2. MCO tax 

Illinois’ recently approved MCO provider tax is clearly affected by these changes. This is a serious 

direct impact on Medicaid financing since the new tax reduced GRF need by $530 million and 

provided about $500 million to fund other initiatives and rate increases.  It is unsettling that the 

example used by CMS for why the changes are necessary is very similar if not identical to the Illinois 

tax structure. The simplest solution is to eliminate the tiers that minimize the tax burden on 

commercial insurers; however, the simple solution may be the most difficult to accomplish. Again, it 

is clear the tax waivers we have on the MCO tax cannot be approved under the new regulations. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-252
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2019-24763/p-447
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3. Hospital Assessment Program (“HAP”) 

The hospital taxes (inpatient and outpatient) should be fine since those taxes do not require a 

waiver for broad-based or uniformity. The scrutiny will instead come in terms of the supplemental 

payments funded by the HAP both FFS and those through the MCOs. Federal CMS has already put 

the MCO supplemental payments under the microscope and consider them to be pass-through 

payments as defined under the MCO regulations passed in 2016. CMS’ addition of reviewing the 

“totality of the circumstances and judging the arrangement's net effect” means Illinois will need to 

be very careful in its redesign. What could be a challenge is CMS requiring states to present a plan to 

monitor and evaluate supplemental payments. CMS’ new reporting requirements are very detailed 

so the level of transparency will be much greater than in the past.  

 

UPL has always been a point of debate for the HAP. While the proposed UPL changes may not be 

dramatic and mostly follow current policy, the greater scrutiny again will make it more difficult for 

Illinois to push for a higher UPL. This creates the dilemma of hospitals wanting or needing more but 

if the pie doesn’t grow much then someone loses. 

4. ACR – physicians at UIMC and SIU School of Medicine 

These ACR programs have been operating for almost a decade. They have generated tens of millions 

in additional funding for U of I and SIU over the years. The caps proposed in the MFAR will greatly 

reduce the benefit for these public providers. If that does happen the question will be does the state 

need to find an alternative to replace those lost funds. 

5. Other provider taxes 

Illinois operates provider tax programs for nursing homes and ICF/IDs. Neither of these have tax 

waivers nor distributed the funds via supplemental payments. Unless changes are proposed, the 

current taxes should be fine under the proposed MFAR. 

6. CPE – county nursing home 

Although the structure has changed, Illinois has operated a CPE program with county nursing 

homes for many years. With mandatory managed care it has become more challenging. The 

program under FFS allows the state to keep 45% of the FFP generated by the CPE program. HFS has 

not implemented this “keep” under managed care yet. The changes made by CMS would not allow 

HFS to keep this amount in the future.  

7. Ambulance CPE 

This program is being implemented now and is still in front of CMS. Government-owned ambulance 

providers certify costs and HFS increases their payments the additional FFP but reserve some of 

those funds to increase rates to private ambulance providers. Most of the benefit goes to the 

government ambulance providers. This is the new revenue identified in Mayor Lightfoot’s recent 

budget proposal for the City of Chicago. Federal CMS has indicated it will approve and HFS is 

already implementing. The question is will it be allowed if the MFAR is adopted. 
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Final Thoughts 

This document is not meant to be an exhaustive list of every change in the proposed MFAR or of every 

Illinois Medicaid financing arrangement with problems. It is intended to identify some of the high-risk 

areas Illinois needs to review and evaluate.   While some changes may not have a clear impact on Illinois 

what is abundantly clear is Illinois will have to make significant changes if the MFAR is adopted. The 

process should begin ASAP and HFS should engage stakeholders in a risk analysis and a response to 

federal CMS both through the comment period and communications with the Illinois Congressional 

delegation.  

 

I will continue to monitor the proposed MFAR and provide updates to clients as necessary. 


